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Private equity is gaining in popularity for good reason: low interest rates and high equity valuations in the U.S. are 
suggestive of diminished future returns for traditional investments.1 Private commercial real estate (CRE, “real 
estate”), in particular, can be an attractive addition to a larger portfolio, potentially offering stable income 
streams, diversification benefits and reduced volatility. As Cadre’s new portfolio allocation study shows, adding 
real estate can help de-risk a traditional portfolio of stocks and bonds and improve returns while providing a 
competitive income stream. In addition to providing long-term diversification benefits, CRE may also serve as an 
effective hedge against rising inflation.



Cadre examined the independent risk and return characteristics of U.S. stocks (S&P 500 Index), bonds 
(Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Index) and private real estate (NCREIF Property Index) over the 20-year 
period ending March 31, 2021 in our recent study. We also examined the benefits of including real estate in 
varying proportions with stocks and bonds in a portfolio. The results of this study are useful in understanding 
how different asset classes impact portfolio construction but the indices used are not investable and do not 
represent actual portfolios of individual investors.



Investors should be aware, however, that commercial real estate is a less liquid asset class than stocks or bonds, 
so their capital would likely be tied up for a longer period of time in order to achieve those benefits.  





Our results demonstrate that adding private real estate to a traditional 
portfolio would have helped investors achieve a more stable risk/return profile 
over time, while also providing real income that historically outpaced inflation.

1 Financial Times, June 11, 2021

The graph on the following page showcases the results of our asset allocation study. Please note that the asset 
classes are represented by index returns.



SUMMARY  Cadre’s asset allocation study shows that over the last 20 years adding private 
commercial real estate (CRE) to a portfolio lowered volatility and led to either higher 
risk-adjusted returns or higher overall returns for a given level of risk.

 CRE may also serve as a hedge against rising inflation

 There are many ways to allocate to CRE. We show the benefits of three common 
approaches, including adding CRE to a balanced portfolio, de-risking equities through 
the addition of CRE, or allocating from fixed income as a yield alternative.
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https://on.ft.com/3ix28ze


The “bubbles” on the chart above represent the three asset classes we examined in our study, in addition to
the two sample portfolios. The 60/40 blend consists of 60% stocks and 40% bonds, and the blend with 
private equity consists of 50% stocks, 30% bonds, and 20% private real estate. The horizontal axis indicates
risk, as represented by standard deviation, and the vertical axis shows annualized return over the 20-year 
study period. The most attractive location for an asset class to fall on this chart is the upper left quadrant, 
which represents higher return with lower risk. For example, you can see in the chart that adding real estate
to the 60/40 blend moves the bubble up and to the left, indicating higher return and lower risk than the 
original portfolio. 



Notably, our allocation study encompassed both the Tech Bubble and 
COVID-19 market downturns. Private real estate produced a relatively 
stable income stream throughout both of those periods, even when the 
market value of the property temporarily decreased.
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Diversification


As detailed in the field of behavioral finance, playing into emotion can lead to poor investment decision-making. 
The addition of assets which, in simplified terms “move to different price rhythms,” can help protect a larger 
portfolio from sudden decreases in value which might otherwise spike emotions that could lead investors to 
make poor investment decisions. Combining assets that zig while other assets zag is the heart of asset 
allocation. To maximize the benefits of diversifying a portfolio, we seek low correlation between assets.



Private real estate’s correlation to equities and fixed income instruments has historically been low (or negative). 
Our study shows that private real estate’s 20-year return correlation with stocks was 0.35, while real estate’s 
correlation with bonds was -0.30. Practically speaking, over the last 20 years adding real estate to a portfolio 
lowered volatility and led to either higher risk-adjusted returns or higher overall returns for a given level of risk.

Why Allocate to Real Estate? 
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Reduced Volatility


Investments in private real estate may be able to help investors realize their goal of maintaining more 
consistent returns over time. As a “real” (tangible) asset, the market value of commercial real estate typically 
moves more slowly over time, whereas assets that price on a daily basis like stocks and bonds may be more 
heavily influenced by expectations for the next 6-12 months. 



For example, a single weekly employment report that comes out either higher or lower than expected can 
cause significant fluctuations in stocks and bonds. The private real estate market, however, may not move 
much at all until a longer-term employment trend is established.


Why Allocate to Real Estate? 

Our research shows that adding real estate to a stock and bond portfolio 
helped reduce portfolio volatility by roughly 15%. 

Stable Income Streams



A building block of intergenerational wealth,2 commercial real estate offers investors the chance to profit from 
multiple sources of return

 Property value can increase, which is captured on sale of the property (profit income
 Property owners can collect payment from tenants (earned income)



While the time frame required for a property to run the full cycle from acquisition to disposition can be quite 
long, incoming rent can serve as relatively stable income for the duration. (There is also a unique option to 
potentially reduce that time frame through the Cadre Secondary Market). Additionally, the yield from CRE has 
historically far surpassed that of many of the most common sources of income for many investors, as 
illustrated in the chart on the next page.


Reducing volatility by including private real estate in a traditional stock/bond portfolio may also offer 
additional peace of mind when the stock or bond markets undergo a correction or endure a bear market, 
thereby resulting in stronger performance as investors are less inclined to sell assets at an inopportune time.  

These results are driven by the low correlation of private real estate to traditional asset classes, along with CRE’s 
attractive risk/return profile versus a traditional “balanced” portfolio comprised of 60% stocks and 40% bonds. 

There is no guarantee that these objectives will be achieved. 


32 CNBC


https://www.cnbc.com/select/what-is-generational-wealth/
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Property improvements on commercial real estate assets can also increase both profit and earned income 
collection. For example, the addition of gyms, laundry facilities, bike rooms, etc. in multifamily properties can 
command higher rent. Such improvements can improve the quality of life of tenants, as well as the bottom line 
for investors. 

Source: NCREIF, YCharts. As of 3/31/2021.


Inflation Hedge


Increased rent (which increases income) may be able to help private real estate owners keep pace with rising 
inflation, which in turn helps to preserve the purchasing power of those dollars in real terms. Cadre’s study 
demonstrates that private real estate performed quite well during periods of high inflation over the last 20 
years, in part due to increased income. Additionally, higher inflation typically occurs during times of economic 
growth, in which property owners can generally find tenants more easily. This is further supportive of higher 
asset values. 



In our study, private real estate returns outpaced inflation by approximately 6% in all inflationary 
environments. Real estate investments performed particularly well during periods of the highest inflation in 
the U.S, which may make this asset class even more attractive in our current economic environment. 
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CPI data is reported monthly and calculated at 12-month percentage changes between intervals, 

aggregated to yearly returns for comparative purposes.

NPI data comes from NCRIEFs Property Index, sourced as of May 2021.


Regime data determined via quantiles: < 2.13% (low), 2.13%-3.35% (med), >3.35% (high)


Private Real Estate Performance by Inflation Regime 

20-Year Index Study From 1Q 1979 through 1Q 2021

Real Estate Performance
Average CPI
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Ways to Allocate to Private Real Estate


The results of our study spotlight many advantages of allocating to private real estate. Incorporating 
commercial real estate into a traditional portfolio will yield different results based methods of implementation. 
Here we explore the potential benefits of three different ways an investor can allocate to this asset class:


Why Allocate to Real Estate? 

Portfolio improvements via our three methods of allocation to CRE are shown below.


In all three examples, the addition of private real estate helped to diversify the portfolio, while it reduced 
portfolio risk and/or increased expected returns. Investors seeking long-term appreciation, diversified income, 
or decreased risk may benefit from adding a meaningful allocation to private RE in their existing portfolio, 
particularly in our current economic environment.
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We allocated 10% to CRE in our 

balanced portfolio by splitting the 

money equally between the 

existing stocks and bonds. This 

approach strikes an attractive 

balance between improvements in 

both the risk and return of the 

original 60/40 portfolio.


Balanced Approach 
We allocated to CRE from fixed 

income. This allocation may help 

investors interested in 

augmenting their existing bond 

yield or diversifying their source 

of income to create a potentially 

more stable cash flow.

Yield Alternative 

We funded an allocation exclusively 

from equities in this sample. This 

addition of CRE may be attractive to 

investors worried about equity 

valuations, or who have recently seen 

significant appreciation in their equity 

portfolio and want to reduce their 

overall risk without giving up their 

expectation for long-term returns.

De-risking Equities 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Cadre’s mission is to help make real estate more accessible, transparent and affordable to a greater number
of investors, while strengthening the communities they invest in. Our financial technology supplements our 
Investments team’s expertise and helps us to deliver the potential for groundbreaking liquidity.



Investment opportunities may be accessed through direct participation (Deal-by-Deal), via investment in 
the Cadre Direct Access Fund, and in the Cadre Secondary Market, which can match interested buyers with
sellers who may be exiting their positions in commercial real estate.



If you are interested in investing with Cadre, please contact us at investments@cadre.com

About Cadre

Why Allocate to Real Estate? 
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Educational Communication

The views expressed above are presented only for educational and informational purposes and are subject to 
change in the future. No specific securities or services are being promoted or offered herein. 


Not Advice

This communication is not to be construed as investment, tax, or legal advice in relation to the relevant 
subject matter; investors must seek their own legal or other professional advice. 


Performance Not Guaranteed

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Any historical returns, expected returns, or probability 
projections are not guaranteed and may not reflect actual future performance. 


Risk of Loss

All investments involve a high degree of risk and may result in partial or total loss of your investment. 


Liquidity Not Guaranteed

Investments offered by Cadre are illiquid and there is never any guarantee that you will be able to exit your 
investments on the Secondary Market or at what price an exit (if any) will be achieved. 


Not a Public Exchange

The Cadre Secondary Market is NOT a stock exchange or public securities exchange, there is no guarantee of 
liquidity and no guarantee that the Cadre Secondary Market will continue to operate or remain available to 
investors.


© Cadre. Advertising related to Cadre Managed Portfolio is provided by CCV LLC. Broker-dealer services in 
connection with an investment are offered by RealCadre LLC.



CCV LLC is a Delaware limited liability company and is registered as an investment adviser with the SEC 
pursuant to the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Registration with the SEC does not in any way constitute 
an endorsement by the SEC of an investment adviser’s skill or expertise. RealCadre LLC, a broker/dealer 
registered with FINRA and a member of SIPC.


Disclaimer

Why Allocate to Real Estate? 
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Our study methodology is as follows:



CPI 
For the series labeled 'CPI', we use the The Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: All Items 
(CPIAUCSL) released by BLS. Data release from May 2021

 Data is reported as monthly levels. We calculate 12-month percent changes between observations  
(YoY growth)

 12-month percent changes are then averaged across quarters in order to align with the NPI data series.



NPI 
For the series labeled NPI, we use NCRIEFs Property Index.  Data collected May 2021

 Data is reported as a series of quarterly returns.  
We aggregate to yearly returns for comparison with CPI series.



Time

Both series are compared as quarterly observations from 1Q 1979Q1 - 1Q 2021Q.

  

Thresholding

Thresholding of "high" "medium" "low" inflation regimes are determined via quantiles.   
For observed CPI YoY changes over [1979Q1 - 2021Q1] time period:

 33% were below 2.13% (aka low
 33% were between 2.13% and 3.35% (aka medium
 33% were above 3.35% (aka high)



The chart displays the average NPI and CPI YoY for periods bucketed into each of these quantiles as 
observed over the [1979 - 2021] period.


Appendix
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